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Ms. Sarah Muench
Library Director
Elm Grove Public Library
13600 Juneau Boulevard
Elm Grove, WI 53122
Re: RFP; Facilities Assessment
Ms. Muench;
The year 2020 and 2021 has challenged public libraries as never before as they pivoted to curbside service,
limited occupancy in the building, and virtual programming to serve the community. As we move past the pandemic
we believe the public library will return to the vibrant, quiet, open, collaborative, focused, accessible, relaxing,
energetic, and safe place the public expects of today’s libraries. In any given day, libraries provide spaces
for gatherings, tutoring, small business conferences, community meetings, and group studying. They provide
makerspaces for inspiring innovation, technology access and career training, children’s programs, adult literacy
programs and a myriad of other services.
FEH DESIGN with its many years of experience in library design, will help you assess the space and layout of your
current facility and provide a 10-year plan for one of the most important facilities in your community. Our unique
approach incorporates a staff librarian in the assessment process to assure your library provides the optimal use of
physical space and flexibility necessary to provide the range of services important to your community. Your project
will be led by Gregg Baum, a library architect, who has helped many municipalities build a public library and create
community. Our staff librarian, Bill Wilson will work with EGPL staff and the Library Board to determine optimal use
of physical space and discuss public service models.
FEH DESIGN is proud to share a number of successful library assessments that we hope may inspire you to consider
how we could help you shape the future of your library. Our recent projects with the Burlington Public Library, Sun
Prairie Public Library, Pauline Haass Public Library, and L.D. Fargo Public Library are a very close match to your
project. We encourage you to contact any one of our references about our relationship, our process, and study
outcomes. Our references are included later in the proposal.
Please feel free to contact me, Gregg Baum by phone 262.968.2055, email:greggb@fehdesign.com, if you would
like additional information or if you have questions regarding the information provided.
We look forward to the opportunity to work together to achieve your mission of inspiring creativity, promoting
discovery, and building community.

Sincerely,

Gregg Baum, AIA LEED AP, WLA
FEHDESIGN.COM
6 0 4 EASTCENTER
GRAND AVENUE
1241 CORPORATE
DRIVE

DES MOINES, IOWA 5 0 3 0 9
OCONOMOWOC, WISCONSIN 53066
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overview

areas of focus

Education, Libraries,
Municipal, Civic, Public
Safety, Corporate,
Commercial, Government,
Recreation, Historic,
Museums, Worship

architecture

Studies, Evaluations, Master
Planning, Design Workshops,
Design+Build, New
Construction, Additions,
Renovations, Historic
Preservation

structural
engineering

Evaluations, New
Construction, Additions,
Renovations

interior design

Color Theory, Environmental
Branding, Graphic Design,
Furniture, Fixtures and
Equipment

demolition
Green in Mind:
Salvage, Recycle

bond referendum
services

Organize, Recruit, Research,
Coordinate, Marketing
Materials and Media
Management

We are a community of architects, engineers, interior and graphic designers with a passion
to create. Every member brings unique talents to the table, and together we are reimagining
the built environment. The Midwest is our home as our offices are located in Sioux City, Des
Moines, and Dubuque, Iowa, and Oconomowoc, Wisconsin. Our clients receive a high level of
personalized service and are involved in the entire design process.
Our people have been and continue to be our differentiator, it’s who we are and what we do.
Much like the color purple, we embody the balance of red’s stimulation and blue’s calm. We are
a dynamic group of individuals who blend together to create a team that works seamlessly
together for our clients and their goals.

our history... briefly

FEH Design’s roots trace back to 1898, when Andrew H. Foss, a Norwegian immigrant, began
designing railroad depots. Much of the firm’s early work included train depots, commercial
buildings, and schools. During the Depression years, our firm worked on numerous government
projects. Our Sioux City office opened in 1958, Des Moines in 1979, Dubuque in 2011, and our
Wisconsin office in 2012. As our team and services grew, we re-branded to FEH DESIGN.

our mission

To create a better world through design – for our families, our clients and our communities.

our leadership

denny

kevin

john

mark

toi

tyler

matt

christy

michelle

aaron

bryan

cory

gary

jason

brittney

karen

gregg

snooters

scott

robert

azusa

patrick

lance

emily

kim

bobbi jo

yolanda

alaa

brady

miranda

reimagining the built
environment, together

mark

traci

john

chris

elliot

kathy

rachel

kay

katie

lexa

jersey

sam

moose

toni

alyssa

experience provided by:
22 Architects
6 Associate Architects
2 Technicians

2 Structural Engineers
3 Structural Designers
5 Interior Designers

4 Administrative /
Marketing Professionals
D.O.G. Directors of Goodness
Elm Grove Public Library
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/ years in
business

experts library planning and
design

In recent years, FEH has established itself as an
expert in library design. That expertise has reached
into a regional market that includes the states of
Iowa, Wisconsin, South Dakota, Missouri, Nebraska
and Illinois.
FEH has been in business for over 120 years and is
one of the Midwest’s longest running architecture
firms. We also have over 250+ library projects under

120+

our belts!

function and
form
Good library design
should be from the inside out and we take
the time to understand your function
and form designs that
is best for you.

custom designs
We know each library
and community is
different and our
designs reflect the
unique nature of you,
your patrons and the
communities you call
home.

adaptable for
changing tech

award winning
design

Technology is always
evolving and so
should your library.
We design adaptable
spaces so that you
are not left behind.

Our clients have won
numerous awards
from People’s Choice
to National Medial
for Museum and
Library Services.

We’ve been doing this a LONG time
starting in 1908!
We’ve designed original Carnegie’s and
redesigned them too.

project
understanding
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/ project

understanding

Traditional public library space needs planning has been highly dependent upon “formulaic”
approaches based on service population and collection size. While this approach has served
communities well for decades, changes in technology, community dynamics and service
delivery mechanisms are beginning to make these “rule-of-thumb” space needs projections
obsolete.
We fervently believe that collections of materials will continue to play a major role in what
libraries do over the next 20 years; however, improvements in interlibrary resource sharing,
the impact of digital resources and downloadable content, as well as the library’s significance
as a source of programming for people of all ages and as a center of community life must also
be considered.
Consequently, FEH DESIGN proposes to examine the public library facility needs for the Elm
Grove Public Library using a “from–the–ground–up” functional approach. One might think of
it as a space needs version of the zero-based budgeting methodology. In short, we intend
to apply a functional analysis approach based on the community’s and Library’s strategic
priorities rather than merely the application of “top-down” measures of population and
incremental growth of existing collections.
This functional analysis will also include an examination of new service models for circulation
services and reference services that are beginning to emerge in exemplary libraries in the
U.S., Canada, Scandinavia, and, I fact, throughout the developed world. While traditional
methodologies of allocating library spaces will not be abandoned, they will be used more as an
adjunct “reality check” rather than as the primary methodology. The consultants will closely
examine what the Library is trying to accomplish and the kinds of spaces that are needed and
would be appropriate in each instance.

Our space needs assessment will also entail a careful examination of how new and emerging
technologies might impact library staff as well as current and potential users. The space
needed to fully implement technologies will be included in addition to consideration of the
impact of more library visitors accessing the Library’s wireless network and digital resources
using their own handheld devices.
FEH DESIGN is a strong advocate of the “form follows function” philosophy in library design.
We believe that library “facilities” “facilitate.” That is, library spaces must enable a library to
carry out its mission. We believe that before a determination can be made about how spaces
should be allocated, the library planners (the consultants, the library administration and the
Library Board/Planning Committee) need to have a good understanding of what they are trying
accomplish in a library facility designed for the mid-21st century.
Consequently, the consultants plan to begin the project with a meeting with the major
stakeholders to discuss the Library’s current mission and strategic plan and to determine how
the Library needs and wants to change to meet the expectations of the public. We anticipate
that the session will involve Library administration and key staff as well as Library Board
members. Additional interviews and or small group sessions will seek input from elected
officials, Friends of the Library, and interested citizens.

Elm Grove Public Library
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/ technical

approach

the process
FEH DESIGN envisions the Elm Grove Public Library project as being composed of five distinct phases. These phases are
summarized in the pyramid graphic shown below. Work will begin at the very general level at the base of the pyramid (Existing
Data Review and Confirmation) and will gain greater and greater focus on actionable recommendations as the work proceeds
to the Reporting and Recommendations phase.

reporting and
recommendation

05

04
03
02
01

data / information analysis

new data / information collection

identification of new data elements /
evaluation criteria to be applied

existing data review and confirmation

phase 1. existing data review and confirmation
Planning is a lot like a journey; you have to start where you are. Consequently,
it is important to know where the Library is currently in terms of both services
and facilities.

LIBRARY SPACE NEEDS
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uuu
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Projection
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STAFF

Therefore, the process will begin at the general level with a review of the
resources already collected by the Library. Included will be statistical data,
demographic and planning reports, Library System budgetary information
(such as utility costs and capital improvement related expenditures), planning
documents (strategic plan, technology plan) and other documents such as
reports from other studies that may have been performed, any survey or
other reports offering public input and Library Board minutes.
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FEH DESIGN will review all of these materials and will seek clarification from
Library prior to our first site visit.

phase 2. identification of new data elements /
evaluation criteria to be applied
FEH DESIGN recognizes that evaluation and assessment involves far more
than the collection of data. Before data is collected, solid criteria need to
be developed that reflect the values and priorities of the Library. Phase II of
our process involves working with the Library to establish what additional
information (beyond what is contained in background documents) needs to be
collected in order to provide a solid basis for decision-making.
FEH DESIGN already has an extensive list of criteria that our firm has applied
in the past in our extensive portfolio of library space needs and facilities
planning projects. Information gathered would include factors such as the
number of children in each age-cohort moving through the local schools,
tax-rate trends, and the success or failure of recent fund-raising efforts
in the community. Our goal is to provide the client with the best possible
information that can be applied to building a set of recommendations that are
at once visionary and practical.

phase 3. new data / information collection
One of our first steps will be to apply the traditionally accepted standards for
space to existing contents (collection size, furnishings, etc.). This will offer
an enlightened answer to the question “How crowded is the existing facility
at the present time?” For example, a traditional common “rule-of-thumb”
regarding the ratio between building size and collection size is that a facility
has “reached full recommended capacity” if it has 5 volumes per square foot.
For a 9,150 square foot facility (library space) like Elm Grove Public Library,
this translates into 45,750 volumes. According to the Request for Proposal
(RFP), the Elm Grove Public Library has approximately 65,000 volumes in its
collection including both print and non-print/media. This translates into 7.1
Elm Grove Public Library
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volumes per square foot. While this is simply a very general
guideline that doesn’t take into account specific service
offerings, a library with more than 7 volumes per square foot
is usually one in which “people spaces” such as casual seating,
space for gathering, space for new and emerging technologies,
and study space have been crowded out by the collection.
Additional data/information collection activities will also take
place in this phase of the project. For example, as mentioned
in the introduction, personal interviews and/or small group
sessions will be conducted with library staff as well as with
Library Board members and with the Director.
A series of public focus groups will be held to ascertain
the public perceptions and ideas regarding the facility. We
normally do a mixture of general groups and “affinity” groups.
“Affinity” groups are groups in which all of the participants
share some unique characteristic (parents of pre-school children, teens, small/home-based business owners, etc.).
A web-based survey is also proposed. Following is an example of a similar survey conducted for the Harris County (GA) Public
Library. http://www.surveygizmo.com/s3/2730302/Library-Survey-General
Other information/data gaps identified in Phase II will be filled and, in a few instances, existing data will be updated to reflect the
availability of newer information.
To the degree possible, the data and information collected will be reduced to measurable forms. For example, some qualitative
measures will be converted into numeric rating scales. Nevertheless, some “soft” data/information will remain. This information
will be reported in an appendix to the final report.
FEH DESIGN’s library specialist (we are somewhat unique in that we have an experienced librarian on staff) will also conduct a
functional analysis of existing workflows within the Library.

phase 4. data / information analysis
FEH DESIGN has a number of powerful tools at our disposal
for converting baseline data into impactful derivative
measures that can be used to objectively assess the
relative strengths and weaknesses of a library facility. A
facility profile will be generated that will contain a host of
revealing derivative measures such as total operational
costs per square foot, circulation per hour open, transactions
(circulation + computer logins+ reference + program
attendance + library visits) per full-time equivalent staff
member that will be used as a development tool in creating
the building program.
The profile and the summary data analysis document ARE
NOT the final report. Rather, these items will be treated as
appendices that provide context and support to the building
program.

FEH also uses a proprietary library space needs analysis tool in refining the amount of space required to effectively serve the
community. We would be happy to demonstrate this tool as part of the interview/selection process.

phase 5. reporting and recommendations
FEH DESIGN will prepare an outline building program document as part of the final report that is prepared for the Elm
Grove Public Library. This outline will provide specific recommendations for the size and characteristics of somewhere in
the neighborhood of forty or fifty functional areas. For example, information will be provided in regard to the space needed
to house specific collections (Adult Non-Fiction, Children’s Picture Books, etc.). The building program will also provide
recommendations for the type and height of shelving appropriate in each area and the square footage needed to accommodate
each collection.
The number of casual seats and study seats, the number and type of staff workstations, number and distribution of public
computer workstations, etc. will be specified.
The outline program will first be presented in draft form. The first draft will be provided to the Library at least two weeks in
advance of a meeting with the Library Board to discuss the findings and recommendations. A second draft will be developed
based on the input received from the Board. As requested in the RFP, the final written report will contain an executive
summary, an explanation of the assessment process and conclusions, and all collected data as appendices. An in-person
presentation of the final report shall be made to the Library Director and Library Board.

Elm Grove Public Library
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/ cost and fee

structure

The cost to provide the services requested can be broken down into incremental costs as identified:
Phase 1 – Existing Data Review and Confirmation				

$1000

Phase 2– Identification of New Data Elements/Evaluation Criteria		

$2500

Phase 3 – New Data/Information Collection 					

$2500

Phase 4– Data/Information Analysis 					

$3000

Phase 5 –Reporting and Recommendations					

$1500

Includes one in person presentation
Project Management							

$1000

Total									$11,500

schedule

The facility assessment project will take 60-90 days to complete and will begin 2 weeks after a
contract is executed.
Phase 1 – 1 week		
Phase 2– 2 weeks
Phase 3 – 3 weeks			
Phase 4– 4 weeks				
Phase 5 –2 weeks

litigation
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litigation

litigation

In the last five years, firm-wide, one litigation resulted in a claim. FEH is proactive in our
efforts to work with clients and our insurance company to mitigate issues prior to litigation.
This issue went to mediation and has been resolved. We believe communication is key and
ultimately want the best product possible for our clients.

communication
approach
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approach

As we stated in the Technical Approach section, FEH Design believe that a well-managed
interactive process that effectively and efficiently involves staff, stakeholders, and the
community is fundamentally the most effective approach to successful public projects. Our
team has the skill, capacity, and demonstrated experience to develop a participation plan
that will build consensus, advocacy, and a project poised for implementation. For important
community projects it is essential to make a special effort to get significant input.
In addition to assessing your facilities, our team recommends surveying the staff to better
understand their needs.

personnel
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/ design team

roles

ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN TEAM
FEH DESIGN
Aaron Davis, AIA
Principal in Charge
Gregg Baum, AIA, LEED AP
Library Expert

CONSULTING LIBRARIAN
Bill Wilson, MLS
OPTIONAL CONSULTANTS
Technology - Carson Block

architectural
design team
project manager
Overall project

consulting

management, oversee /

librarian

manage consultant team,
primary point of contact

principal in charge
AARON DAVIS, AIA

optional
consultant

for the owner, conceptual
design and project followthrough to completion.

william wilson,

mls

consulting librarian
Bill Wilson has been providing planning and evaluation
services to public libraries and state library agencies since
1987. Bill has been working in and with libraries for nearly
50 years beginning his career as a “page” in his neighborhood
public library at age 15! In the intervening decades, he has
witnessed the importance of libraries to their communities on
a first-hand basis. His approach to library design recognizes
the importance that quality spaces can play in bringing people
together with ideas that can transform lives.
Bachelor of Arts Gordon College, Wenham,
MA 1971 - English Literature

relevant experience
milton public library

Milton, Wisconsin
Facility Planning/ Building Program

Master of Library Science
(MLS) - State University of
New York at Buffalo – Buffalo, NY - 1974 - Library
Science

north shore library

Glendale, Wisconsin
Facility Planning/ Building Program

Doctoral Studies - University of Wisconsin – Madison,
Madison, WI 1988 - 1991 - Library
Science, Urban and Regional
Planning Minor

belleville public library

hales corners library

eager free public library

lake geneva public library

Belleville, Wisconsin
Facility Planning/ Space Needs Assessment

Evansville, Wisconsin
Facility Planning/ Building Program

karrmann library

University of Wisconsin - Platteville,
Platteville, Wisconsin
Facility Renovation Planning

hatch public library
Mauston, Wisconsin
Strategic Plan

waunakee public library
Waunakee, Wisconsin
Strategic Plan

Hales Corners, Wisconsin
Facility Planning/Building Program

Lake Geneva, Wisconsin
Space Needs Assessment, Facility
Assessment, Community Engagement,
Conceptual Design

30+ years experience
4 years with FEH

l.d. fargo public library
Lake Mills, Wisconsin
Space Needs Assessment, Facility
Assessment, Community Engagement,
Conceptual Design

pauline haas public
library

Sussex, Wisconsin
Space Needs Assessment, Facility
Assessment, Community Engagement,
Elm Grove Public Library
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aaron davis,

aia

principal in charge
Aaron adds value to projects by providing a high-level,
big-picture view of the design process with the unique ability
to also go into the technical details because of his background in engineering and construction. He takes pride in
always being willing to learn, improve, and execute a better
processes. He facilitates collaboration and teamwork to improve the quality, enjoyment and execution of every project.

Bachelor of Architecture
Iowa State University 2009
Licensed Architect: IA
WI
12 years experience
2 years with FEH
* work performed with prior
employer

relevant experience
whitehall public library
Whitehall, Wisconsin
New Construction, Conceptual Design

l.d. fargo public library

Lake Mills, Wisconsin
Facility Assessment & Conceptual Design

pauline haas public
library

Sussex, Wisconsin
Space Needs Assessment, Facility
Assessment, Community Engagement,
Conceptual Design

lake geneva public library
Lake Geneva, Wisconsin
Space Needs Assessment, Facility
Assessment, Community Engagement,
Conceptual Design

burlington public library
Burlington, Wisconsin
Site, Selection, Conceptual Design ,
Community Survey

sun prairie public library
Sun Prairie, Wisconsin
Conceptual Design

professional organizations / affiliations
American Institute of Architects: National, State, Local

community involvement

Waukesha County Business Alliance
Oconomowoc Area Chamber of Commerce
Wisconsin Library Association
Member, Board of Director for the City of Waukesha Chamber of Commerce
Waukesha County CEO roundtable

gregg baum, aia, leed ap
assoc. principal, library expert
Gregg brings more than 35+ years of experience and has
provided design excellence and project leadership for a
variety of public and private sector clients. His project
experience ranges from municipal, museums, exhibition
facilities, libraries and visitor centers to churches and justice
facilities. He provides a hands-on and interactive approach to
design with a goal of creating client focused solutions.

Master of Architecture,
University of Wisconsin Milwaukee
Bachelor of Science,
University of Wisconsin Milwaukee

relevant experience
dewitt community library
DeWitt, Iowa
Facility Assessment, Conceptual Design,
Additions/Remodel

sun prairie public library
Sun Prairie, Wisconsin
Facility Assessment & Conceptual Design

lake geneva public library
Lake Geneva, Wisconsin
Space Needs Assessment, Facility
Assessment, Community Engagement,
Conceptual Design

pauline haas public
library

Delavan, Wisconsin
Facility Assessment & Conceptual Design

Sussex, Wisconsin
Space Needs Assessment, Facility
Assessment, Community Engagement,
Conceptual Design

belleville public library

milton public library

aram public library

Belleville, Wisconsin
Facility Assessment, Conceptual Design,
Additions/Remodel

eager free public library

Milton, Wisconsin
Remodel/Addition

l.d. fargo public library

Evansville, Wisconsin
Facility Assessment, Conceptual Design,
Additions/Remodel

Lake Mills, Wisconsin
Space Needs Assessment, Facility
Assessment, Community Engagement,
Conceptual Design

sparta public library

burlington public library

Sparta, Wisconsin
Facility Assessment & Conceptual Design

Licensed Architect: WI
LEED AP
35+ years experience
10 years with FEH

Burlington, Wisconsin
Site, Selection, Conceptual Design ,
Community Survey

Elm Grove Public Library
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optional consultants
carson block
TECHNOLOGY

Carson Block has led, managed, and supported public library technology efforts
for more than 25 years. He brings a user-centered technological perspective,
with an emphasis on solutions that are both transparent and powerful, with
some “gee whiz” thrown into the mix.
Carson recognizes the essential and positive community impacts of libraries,
and focuses his consulting practice on helping libraries increase their capacity
to serve patrons. His passions include leading technology visioning and planning,
creating highly-functional work groups, technical design (infrastructure, RFID,
points of self-service, and more), and project management. Carson is often
brought in to help solve complex institutional issues and to align the library’s
public service mission with their technology.
Carson is an energetic and engaging facilitator, and is a frequent speaker

Carson Block

at library conferences. Recent presentations include panels at South by
Southwest Interactive (SXSW); a series of eBook webinars for PLA; and an ALAaccredited class on Technology Management for library administrators. Other
presentations include RFID; security best practices; project management, and
library technology management issues including leadership and technology
planning.
Carson is a Director-At-Large for the American Library Association’s
Association of Special and Cooperative Library Agencies (ASCLA) and is a past
Chair of ASCLA’s Library Consultant’s Interest Group. He is also a member of the
Future of Libraries advisory group to ALA’s Office of Information Technology
Policy, and a member of the former 21st Century Libraries Committee of
the ALA’s Office of Information Technology Policy (OITP). Carson is also Past
President of the Colorado Division of the Public Library Association.
Carson is the author of Managing Library Technology: A LITA Guide (Rowman &
Littlefield 2017).
SELECTED EXPERIENCE
▪

Olathe Public Library Indian Creek Library (KS)

▪

San Diego Public Library Planning

▪

Route 9 Library and Innovation Center (DE)

▪

Santa Cruz Public Libraries

▪

Oakland Public Library New Models of Service Plan

▪

Public Library of Cincinnati-Hamilton County (OH) Master Plan

▪

Lexington Public Library (KY) Facilities Master Plan

▪

Spokane Public Library (WA) Facilities Master Plan

▪

Johnson County Library (KS) Comprehensive Master Plan

▪

Poudre River Public Library District (CO) Long Range Master Plan

▪

Dayton Metro Library (OH) Capital Facilities Improvements

▪

Galesburg Public Library (IL) New Construction**

Lexington Public Library Facilities Master
Plan

**collaboration with FEH Design
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/ 21st century

libraries

twenty first century library design

Public libraries continue to evolve as services, media, and our culture changes. A well-planned library anticipates these changes
and is flexible enough to accommodate current and future paradigm shifts. We believe there are 5 key areas of focus in a 21st
century library : People Focused, Flexibility in Space and Furnishings, Tech-Rich in Services and Building Design, Community
Centers and Sustainable in Design and Operation.
The design of any library is always a unique process with each client. This is increasingly true with advanced integration of
technology, collaboration opportunities and flexibility needs. These elements also have different needs based on the user.
These needs are carefully evaluated and discussed throughout the design process to help guide the development of each space
within the building and beyond the four walls of a traditional structure. At the conclusion of the design process, each library
is given a book with specific library-focused solutions to address these needs in their project(s). This book helps ensure the
design process incorporates these solutions into a new or renovated facility that is prepared for the future.

People Focused

• Self-directed user services
• Creating spaces for all users to call their own, from active to
contemplative
• Spaces for user engagement and learning
• Areas for business and career minded individuals

Flexibility In Space And Furnishing

• Design for maximum flexibility and environments that
allow for continuous change
• Multi-use spaces, maker spaces, community event spaces
• Provide a variety of furnishings to allow for user preferences

Tech-Rich In Services And Building Design

• Allow for collaboration spaces that easily integrate
technology
• Technology infusion throughout the library and furnishings
• Electronic publishing and e-books
• Spaces for user engagement and learning

Community Centered

• Through community relationships and partnerships
• Design to be a reflection of the community
• Spaces for community use

Sustainable In Design And Operations
• Design to minimize operating costs
• Green design and environmental sustainability
• Lower height collection shelving and displays for
increased visibility and daylighting

Elm Grove Public Library
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belleville public library + community center
belleville, wisconsin

In Belleville, the library is the heart of the community it serves and the new library building exhibits
this. The Belleville Public Library and Community Center is a new 13,700 square foot prairie
style building abutting the Badger State Recreational Trail. The site, in the downtown business
district, provides easy access for pedestrians and cyclists, easy access to Library Park across
the street, and access from a side street for a drive-up book return. The interior features a large
welcoming community center that can be divided into smaller spaces, a small serving kitchen, public
restrooms, and a conference room at the front of the building. The community center includes a
designated severe weather room for the community. The FEH DESIGN team worked with library
staff to create an efficient layout, ideal staff work area, a custom designed circulation desk, a
quiet break room, dedicated teen area, and plenty of storage. The spacious children’s area includes
defined areas for different age groups and a large dedicated children’s program room far enough
away from the rest of the library to provide adequate sound control. The library also features a
flexible makerspace, a dedicated area for the Friends of the Library, several private study rooms
with cutting edge technology, space to display local art, and a quiet reading room with a fireplace.

completion date:
April 2021

cost of construction:
$4,300,000 budget
$4,350,000 bid

client reference:

Bronna Lehmann, Director
608 424 1812
blehmann@blvpl.org

Elm Grove Public Library
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eager free public library
evansville, wisconsin

The library has been a center for cultural and civic events since its construction in 1908.
Originally, the upper level was used for collections and the lower level contained a meeting room.
In 1978 the building was placed on the National Register of Historic Places. The current library
is undersized and the layout is not ideal. The proposed expansion of the library will relieve space
constraints, update the building, and improve the building layout.
The proposed addition is a total of 8,000 square feet on two levels. A new entrance will expand
the existing lobby and provide more visibility for visitors. The expansion encompasses a new
children’s and a young adult collection areas on the lower level. The children’s area will include
an exterior patio for patron and even use. The upper level will house new administrative
spaces, new adult collections, study rooms, and technology space. The existing space will
receive entirely new finishes, to provide an updated look. The lower level will receive additional
restrooms, a youth program room, and updated meeting rooms. Renovated mechanical spaces
will be provided to accommodate new building systems. The upper level will house a new local
history space with a new books section. The upper level of the 1908 building will be restored,
where required, and converted into a quiet reading space with perimeter collections. Renovation
work will be sensitive to the existing aesthetic and complement what is currently in place.

completion date:
March 2019

cost of construction:
$2,879,459

client reference:

Megan Kloeckner, Director
608 882 2260
kloeckner.megan@als.lib.wi.us

Elm Grove Public Library
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lake geneva public library
lake geneva, wisconsin

The Lake Geneva Public Library is well-known for its iconic Frank Lloyd Wright prairie
style design. Located on the shore of the lake, the Library is the bookend of the downtown
district. The deep overhangs and expansive windows allow for exquisite views of Elm Park
and the beautiful lake beyond. The interior of the existing building maintains its original
grandeur, featuring exposed masonry walls, original James Dresser furniture, and an
impressive casual seating area facing the lake.
FEH DESIGN was hired to do a space needs assessment, a comprehensive facility
condition assessment, a public engagement process, community focus groups, and
a two day Spark Session Design Workshop. The workshop focued on repurposing
space in the historic building, optimizing interior space, and adding square footage
to boost the efficiency and user-friendliness of the library. This study was completed
recommendations were presented and the project is moving forward.

completion date:
Study 2020

cost of construction:
N/A

client reference:

Emily Kornak
262 249 5283
ekornak@lakegeneva.lib.wi.us

/ feh design

references

milton public library

eager free public library

schreiner memorial library

ely public library

dewitt community library

burlington public library

Ashlee Kunkel, Library Director
608 868 7462
kunkle.ashlee@als.lib.wi.us

Jennifer Bernetzke, Library Director
608 723 7304
jbernetzke@swls. org

Jillian Aschliman, Former Director - Currently
Director of the Bettendorf Public Library
563 344 4183
jaschliman@bettendorf.org

galesburg public library

Megan Kloeckner, Director
608 882 2260
kloeckner.megan@als.lib.wi.us

Sarah Sellon, Director
319 848 7616
ssellon@ely.lib.ia.us

Joe Davies, Director
262 342 1130
jdavies@burlington.lib.wi.us

l.d. fargo public library

Martin Reichel, Board Member
309 342 6512

Gerard Saylor, Library Director
920 648 2166
gerardsaylor@lakemills.lib.wi.us

belleville public library

sun prairie public library

Bronna Lehmann, Director
608 424 1812
blehmann@blvpl.org

Svetha Hetzler, Library Director
608 825-0900
shetzler@sunlib.org

Elm Grove Public Library
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contact:

gregg baum, aia, leed ap
1241 Corporate Center Drive, Oconomowoc, Wisconsin 53066
greggb@fehdesign.com
WWW.FEHDESIGN.COM

